We report on our optical photometric observations of a black hole X-ray transient, XTE J1859 + 226 (=V406 Vul). We detected an optical reflare associated with an X-ray reflare about 50 d after the outburst maximum. The X-ray delay of the reflare was shorter than 2.3 d. We detected coherent modulations having a period of 0.38385±0.00073d. The modulation appeared within 7 d after the outburst maximum. We propose two obvious interpretations for the nature of the modulations, that is, superhumps or orbital-period variations caused by an irradiated secondary star or an outer disk. The asymmetric profile of the modulations suggests the superhump scenario. The early appearance of superhumps indicates that the tidal dissipation had already grown before the reflare. The growing tidal dissipation is hence less likely to induce the reflare. In conjunction with the short X-ray delay of the reflare, the reflare may be triggered by the X-ray irradiation onto an outer cold disk. The appearance of humps may be earlier than the eccentricity growth time expected from the tidal instability model. It may imply a mass ratio larger than what could be inferred from the reported orbital period.
Introduction
Soft X-ray transients (SXTs) are close binary systems, whose decades of quiescent states are suddenly interrupted by luminous outbursts (Tanaka, Shibazaki 1996) . In some cases, their outbursts have been observed in all wavelengths from the radio to the X-ray ranges (e.g., Hynes et al. 2000) . Radial velocity studies have shown that a dozen SXTs have a stellar mass black hole (e.g., Casares et al. 1992; Bailyn et al. 1995) . They are called black hole X-ray transients (BHXTs), which provide an ideal laboratory for us to study accretion physics onto a black hole.
Typical BHXTs are known to show common profiles of outburst light curves, which can be described with a Fast Rise and an Exponential Decay (FRED) (Chen et al. 1997) . The outburst typically reaches the maximum within a few days, and then starts an exponential fading with an e-folding time of 30-50 d. These characteristics of outbursts are generally understood with a sudden increase of the mass accretion rate in an accretion disk (Mineshige, Wheeler 1989; Huang, Wheeler 1989; King, Ritter 1998) .
Another noteworthy feature which is frequently observed in BHXTs is a rebrightening phenomenon, which is called a reflare, or a secondary maximum. They are typically observed 50-70 d after the outburst maximum, and both in the X-ray and optical ranges (King et al. 1996; Kuulkers 1998) . The mechanism of the reflares is still an open issue. Observations show that the optical, or infrared reflare precedes the X-ray one (Kuulkers 1998) . The X-ray delay can be understood by a hot region propagating from the outer to inner portions of the disk. It is proposed that the renewed hot region is triggered by the X-ray irradiation (King, Ritter 1998) or the enhanced tidal dissipation at the outermost region of the disk (Ichikawa et al. 1994; Truss et al. 2002) . XTE J1859 + 226 is an SXT discovered by All-Sky Monitor (ASM) onboard the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) on 1999 October 9 (Wood et al. 1999 ). The optical counterpart was soon detected with R ∼ 15.1 (Garnavich et al. 1999) . During its initial low/hard state, spatially resolved jets were detected by radio observations (Brocksopp et al. 2002) , which revealed that it is a new member of galactic microquasars (Mirabel, Rodriguez 1998) . After the initial active phase, the object entered a high/soft state (Markwardt 2001) . Spectroscopic observations in the quiescent state revealed that the mass function of the primary component is calculated to be 7.4 M , which means that XTE J1859 + 226 is a BHXT (Filippenko, Chornock 2001) . The orbital period of the object is reported to be 0.382 ± 0.003d (Filippenko, Chornock 2001) .
Here, we report on our optical photometric observations of XTE J1859 + 226 during the outburst. Our observation method is shown in the next section. We then describe our results in section 3; after that, our discussion mainly on a reflare and periodic variations is shown in section 4. We summarize our findings in the final section. S148 M. Uemura et al. [Vol. 56, 
Observation
Optical CCD observations of XTE J1859 + 226 were performed at Kyoto, Crimea, Nayoro, and Flagstaff. The journal of observations is presented in table 1. We used an unfiltered CCD camera attached to a 25-cm telescope for observations at Kyoto, an R c -filtered CCD camera with a 38-cm telescope at Crimea, an unfiltered CCD camera with a 28-cm telescope at Nayoro, and an unfiltered CCD camera with a 41-cm telescope at Flagstaff. After darkcurrent subtraction and flat-fielding, the differential magnitude of XTE J1859 + 226 was calculated with a neighbor comparison star, GSC 2109.2810, whose constancy was checked by GSC 2122.353. We neglected possible small differences of variations between unfiltered CCD systems and the R c -system, since the sensitivity peak of unfiltered cameras is near to the peak of the R c -system. Heliocentric corrections to the observation times were applied before the following analysis.
Results

Outburst Light Curve and Reflare
The object experienced a number of radio and X-ray flares during the initial low/hard state for about 20 d. The early activity of XTE J1859+226 was probably caused by discrete jet ejections that caused strong synchrotron emission observed in the radio range (Brocksopp et al. 2002) . Our optical observation detected no large flare associated with radio and X-ray flares. The optical and soft X-ray (2-12 keV) 1 light curves are shown in the left panel of figure 1. We can see a possible small flare around JD 2451472; however, there is no corresponding flare in radio and X-ray light curves around it (Brocksopp et al. 2002) .
The fading trend of the optical light curve can be described with an exponential decay, as observed in other typical BHXTs.
The optical e-folding time is calculated to be 44 d between JD 2451480-2451500, which is larger than the X-ray e-folding time of 21 d calculated with the same period. The optical fading rate calculated with our observations is in agreement with that reported in Zurita et al. (2002) . These decay rates are typical of FRED-type BHXTs.
As can be seen in figure 1, the exponential decay was interrupted by a reflare around JD 2451520, about 50 d after the outburst maximum. The timing of the reflare is typical of other FRED-type outbursts. The reflare phase was poorly observed at the optical range in Zurita et al. (2002) , on the other hand, our observation provides a denser sample. As can be seen from the left panel of figure 1, a reflare of ∼ 0.6 mag amplitude was also detected in the optical range. To see more clearly, we subtracted early exponential decay trends from the optical and X-ray light curves, and show residuals in the right panel of figure 1. Using residual light curves between JD 2451490-2451550, we performed cross-correlation of the optical and X-ray light curves, which yielded the time delay of the optical variation of 1.6 ± 3.9 d. Thus, we determined a stringent limit to the X-ray delay of < 2.3d.
After the reflare, the object again entered an exponential decay phase. As can be seen from the right panel of figure 1 , the X-ray e-folding time became larger than that in the early phase. Observations reported by Zurita et al. (2002) indicate that the optical e-folding time also became larger. After that, the optical counterpart started rapid fading around JD 2451680, and then experienced rebrightenings, which were not confirmed in the X-ray range (Zurita et al. 2002) . Uemura et al. (1999) reported on the detection of 0.28-d periodic variations in the optical light curve between JD 2451472-2451478. Using the longer base-line light curve between JD 2451468-2451484, we performed a re-analysis of the periodic variations. We chose this period because we cannot find clear humps, except for JD 2451468-2451484 (also see figure 4 ). The exponential decay trend was subtracted from the light curve before our period analysis. With the phase dispersion minimization method (PDM; Stellingwerf 1978), we obtained the period-Θ diagram shown in the upper panel of figure 2. The 0.28-d periodicity disappears in this figure. The best candidate of the period is 0.38385 ± 0.00073 d. We The lower curve was obtained using the light curve between JD 2451468-2451484. The solid line represents the best candidate of the period (0.38385 ± 0.00073 d). We also show the orbital period with errors reported in Filippenko and Chornock (2001) . The upper curve was obtained using a residual light curve after we subtracted the best periodicity from the light curve. We added + 0.05 to the upper curve. (Lower panel:) The solid and dashed curves were calculated using the first half (JD 2451468-2451474) and the second half (JD 2451474-2451484) of the sample, respectively.
Periodic Variations
conclude that the 0.28-d signal is its one-day alias, which was the strongest signal when we used the short base-line sample. We confirmed that there was no significant change in the best To search for another periodicity, we subtracted the best periodicity from the light curve, and performed a PDM analysis using the residual light curve. The result is also shown in the upper panel of figure 2 (the upper curve). No significant periodicity was detected in the residual curve within our available sample.
The solid and dashed curves in the lower panel of figure 2 were calculated using the first half (JD 2451468-2451474) and the second half (JD 2451474-2451484) of the sample, respectively. As can be seen from the lower panel, the ∼ 0.38-d periodicity is confirmed in both data sets. Figure 3 shows the averaged hump profiles and a possible small flare observed in the early phase. We can find that the possible flare around JD 2451472 is apparently 0.2-mag brighter than what is expected from the periodic modulation. In conjunction with other early observations, which nicely fit to the humps, figure 3 implies the presence of an optical flare. As mentioned above, there is no apparent flare in radio and X-ray that is associated with this optical flare. We confirmed that there is no significant change on the result of our period analysis if we exclude the observations during this possible flare between JD 2451471 and 2451472.
To study the time evolution of humps, we calculated phaseaveraged light curves of JD 2451468-74, 74-84, 84-94, and 94-110 , which are shown in figure 4 . No significant periodicity was detected in the light curves after JD 2451484; hence, we used the best period of 0.38385 d for the later phase. As can be seen in figure 4 , humps already appeared even in early times of the outburst. Clear humps can be confirmed during JD 2451468-84. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the humps decreased with time from ∼ 0.20 mag (JD 2451468-74) to ∼ 0.12mag (JD 2451474-84) . In the top two panels in figure 4, both have a fast-rise, slow-decay profile, and a roughly same peak phase. It indicates no rapid change of the hump period. After JD 2451484, the data are so noisy that the presence of humps is unclear. Note that the phase-averaged light curves in the two lower panels in figure 4 show a possible peak at a phase close to the earlier one, which may imply the presence of humps. We performed high-speed photometry (10-s exposure time) during JD 2451467-2451481. The power spectra of each night show no significant variability with an amplitude of < 16% between 0.0005-0.04 Hz. Their average power spectrum is shown in figure 5 . In some BHXTs in the low/hard state, rapid variations having time scales of 0.1-100 s have been detected even in the optical range (Motch et al. 1983; Spruit, Kanbach 2002) . During JD 2451467-2451481, XTE J1859 + 226 was also in the low/hard state (Brocksopp et al. 2002) . With our observations, on the other hand, no significant short-term variability was detected during the initial low/hard state of XTE J1859 + 226. Definite superhumps Possible superhumps (2001) performed spectroscopic observations in the quiescent state. They detected features of a low-mass secondary star, whose radial velocity curve is sinusoidal with the period of ∼ 0.38 d. Although both of them reported a similar period, these observations were not sufficient to perfectly exclude the aliases. As mentioned above, our observations during the outburst also show the ∼ 0.38 d period using the longest base line, and the densest sample ever before. We consider that the orbital period of XTE J1859 + 226 is ∼ 0.38 d.
The humps that we detected have a period similar to the orbital period. There are two obvious interpretations for the mechanism of such humps, that is, the orbital motion of an X-ray-irradiated secondary star (e.g., Kato et al. 1995) and the superhump phenomenon (e.g., O'Donoghue, Charles 1996) . Superhumps, which were originally found in SU UMa-type dwarf novae, are coherent modulations having a period a few percent longer than the orbital period (Warner 1985) . It is now widely believed that superhumps originate from an eccentric disk which is deformed due to the tidal instability (Whitehurst 1988) . Superhumps have been proposed to appear in SXTs, as well as SU UMa stars (O'Donoghue, Charles 1996; Masetti, Regos 1997) . We summarize the characteristics of superhumps in SXTs in table 2. In the case of XTE J1859 + 226, we cannot distinguish superhumps from orbital-period variations only with the hump period because of a large error of the reported orbital period (Filippenko, Chornock 2001) . Another BHXT, GRO J0422 + 32 exhibited both orbitalperiod modulations and superhumps (Kato et al. 1995) . The superhump profiles in GRO J0422 + 32 and other sources listed in table 2 are asymmetric, as observed in SU UMatype dwarf novae. On the other hand, the modulations with the orbital period had a symmetric and sinusoidal profile in GRO J0422 + 32. This can be naturally understood if the variation was caused by the orbital motion of an X-ray-irradiated face of the secondary star. It is difficult to explain the asymmetric profile of the humps in XTE J1859 + 226 only with the geometric variations of the secondary star. As can be seen in figures 3 and 4, the humps have a faster rise and a slower decay, which are a typical characteristic of superhumps. The morphology of humps hence supports that they are superhumps.
Using an accretion-disk model with broad-band (X-ray, UV, and IR) spectra, Hynes et al. (2002) reported a systematic decrease in a projected disk area as the outburst decays. It indicates a cooling-wave starting an inward propagation just after the outburst maximum. Hynes et al. (2002) suggest that the irradiation effect prevented the cooling-wave from rapidly propagating with a thermal time scale. If this is the case, the outermost part of the disk, which is a superhump source, had already been cool when we detected the periodic modulations. Even in such a situation, the enhanced tidally-driven viscous dissipation may produce superhumps if the disk radius is sufficiently large. On the other hand, Hynes et al. (2002) also discuss that warping of the disk may contribute to the apparent decrease in the projected disk area. Haswell et al. (2001) propose an idea for superhumps in SXTs, in which superhumps arise from a modulation of the reprocessed flux by a changing area. The warping area of the disk may lead such reprocessed flux modulations, which can yield superhumps, as observed. Since the inclination of the system is reported to be high (Zurita et al. 2002) , the obscuration of an inner region by the warping area may also produce modulations of the observed flux (Retter et al. 2002) .
We consider that XTE J1859 + 226 has a superhump period of 0.38385 ± 0.00073 d in the following discussion. Superhumps already appeared within 7 d from the soft X-ray maximum and within 13 d from the onset of the soft X-ray outburst. This is one of the earliest detections of such signals among BHXTs (O'Donoghue, Charles 1996) . The early appearance of superhumps is, however, difficult to explain with the tidal instability theory. The superhump growth time, (or the eccentricity growth time) depends on the orbital period (P orb ) and the mass ratio (q) of the system (Lubow 1991) . O'Donoghue and Charles (1996) report that superhumps in BHXTs appear only after a reflare typically observed ∼ 80 d after the outburst maximum. Their observed growth time of superhumps can be explained with the theoretical growth time estimated with their P orb and q. The superhumps in XTE J1859 + 226, however, appeared much earlier than those in other BHXTs. The contradiction between the observation and the theory for superhumps may be reconciled if the object has a relatively large mass ratio. For example, assuming P orb = 0.380, binary parameters are estimated to be q = 0.118 and M BH = 9.27 based on Mineshige, Hirose, and Osaki (1992) , which implies a G-type secondary as reported in Filippenko and Chornock (2001) and a shorter eccentricity growth time of ∼ 20 d. A further radial velocity study will provide a clue for the nature of the humps in XTE J1859 + 226.
Reflare Mechanism
XTE J1859 + 226 exhibited a typical reflare both in the X-ray and optical ranges. X-ray delays against optical and infrared emissions have been reported at the onset and the peak of reflares and the onset of main outbursts of BHXTs (e.g., Kuulkers 1998 , and references therein). The X-ray lag is interpreted with a heating-wave propagation from outer to inner portion of an accretion disk. The mechanism of the reflare phenomenon or the renewed heating wave is still an open issue. On the other hand, it has been discussed that the growing tidal dissipation can be the cause of the reflare based on the fact that superhumps in BHXTs appeared only after the reflare (Ichikawa et al. 1994; O'Donoghue, Charles 1996; Truss et al. 2002) . The superhump of XTE J1859 + 226, however, appeared before the reflare which occurred at a typical timing of 50 d after the maximum. The mechanism of the reflare was apparently not due to the growing tidal dissipation in XTE J1859 + 226 if the humps which we detected were indeed superhumps.
Our observation revealed that the X-ray delay of the reflare is < 2.3 d in the case of XTE J1859 + 226. This X-ray delay is too short if the reflare event led to a change of the density profile in the disk. In such a case, the propagation time-scale of the hot region can be estimated with the viscous time scale of the disk. Based on Hameury et al. (1997) , the viscous time scale is calculated to be ∼ 20d for the disk in XTE J1859 + 226, which is much longer than the X-ray delay that we observed.
If the heating wave propagates with the thermal time scale without large changes of the density profile in the disk, the hot region can propagate within 1 d, which is consistent with the < 2.3 d X-ray delay (Hameury et al. 1997) . Reflares of BHXTs have been proposed to be triggered by the X-ray irradiation of the outer disk which stays cold even after the outburst maximum (King, Ritter 1998) . Such outer cold disk may be preferable for possible state transitions which cause the heating-wave propagation with the thermal time scale. If the renewed heating wave is generated by the irradiation at the outer disk, however, it propagates with the viscous time scale after it reaches the inner hot disk. With the short (< 2.3 d) X-ray delay, we can set a limit of the radius of the inner hot disk to be < 0.05r d , where r d is the outer disk radius (Hameury et al. 1997) . Such a small disk just before the reflare is in contradiction with the observed slow decay of the light curve. This simple scenario thus fails to reproduce the observations, which implies that there is an unknown mechanism enabling the renewed heating wave to propagate in the hot disk faster than the standard viscous time scale.
Relationship between Superhumps and Reflares in SXTs
As mentioned above, the relationship between superhumps and reflares is important to examine the proposed scenario for reflares. In table 2, we list the date of the first superhump detection (column 7; T d ) and the date of the onset of reflares (column 8; T refl. ). The dates are counted from the detection of outbursts. Note that the T d is definitely an upper limit of the true date of superhump appearance because of the lack of earlier observations. Additional information for each object is shown below: GRO J0422 + 32: The object had typical FRED-type X-ray and optical light curves with a reflare whose onset was ∼ 120 d after outburst detection. The earliest detection of superhumps is reported about 110 d after the onset of an outburst (Kato et al. 1995) . Observations before this detection were performed 30-60 d after the onset of outburst (Chevalier, Ilovaisky 1995) . These early light curves exhibited ∼ 2-hr modulations; on the other hand, no signal having orbital or superhump period was detected. GS 2000 + 25: It also had typical FRED-type X-ray light curve with a reflare in 70-80 d. The earliest detection of superhumps was ∼ 100 d after the onset of outburst (O'Donoghue, Charles 1996; Chevalier, Ilovaisky 1993) . No time-series observation is available earlier than this detection. GRS 1124−683: Its X-ray light curve is typical for FREDtype SXTs. The onset of a reflare was observed ∼ 70d after the
Optical Variations of XTE J1859 + 226 during the 1999 Outburst S153 onset of outburst. Superhumps were detected in seven-night observations between 1991 April and June, and the earliest detection was ∼ 110 d after the onset of an outburst (Bailyn 1992) . No other time-series observation is available. XTE J1118 + 480: The main outburst has a precursor detected both in X-ray and optical observations. The X-ray light curve has a long plateau with significant fluctuations. The optical light curve is analogous to FRED-type systems in a decay phase. A small optical reflare was detected at ∼ 140 d after the detection of the precursor, or ∼ 80 d after the onset of the main outburst. There is no evidence for a corresponding X-ray reflare (Uemura et al. 2002) . Superhumps were observed just after the detection of the optical counterpart, ∼ 90 d after the detection of the precursor (Uemura et al. 2002) . The appearance of superhumps is definitely earlier than the reflare. GRS 1009−45: It has an X-ray light curve with variable decay constants. Possible reflares are detected ∼ 20 d and ∼ 70 d after the onset of an outburst; however, it is not clear whether they had the same nature as ordinary reflares in FRED-type systems. Possible superhumps were first detected in ∼ 70 d ).
Among the above systems, XTE J1118 + 480 only has evidence that superhumps appeared before a reflare. Its X-ray light curve, however, appears to be atypical of ordinary FREDtype systems; hence, it is possible that the reflare has a different nature. Another candidate of systems showing superhumps earlier than a reflare is XTE J1859 + 226, as shown above. For the other sources, we cannot conclude the true timing of superhump appearance mainly due to the lack of time-series observations during early phases. Table 2 tells the importance of optical time-series observations to study the mechanism of reflares.
Summary
We report on our optical observations of the black hole X-ray transient, XTE J1859 + 226. Our discussion mainly focused on periodic variations and a reflare. The periodic variation which we detected during the outburst had a period of 0.38385 ± 0.00073d. We consider that the object has an orbital period of ∼ 0.38d; however, the accuracy of a reported spectroscopic period is so low that we cannot conclude whether the variations are superhumps or orbital-period variations. Their asymmetric profiles are reminiscent of superhumps. This is the earliest detection of such periodic variations among outbursts of soft X-ray transients. If the modulations are genuine superhumps, the early appearance of humps, which were already detected within 7 d from the X-ray peak, indicates important clues for studies of soft X-ray transients: First, it is apparently too early to be interpreted with the tidal instability model. This implies a mass ratio larger than what could be inferred from the reported orbital period. Second, the observational fact that superhumps appeared before the reflare implies that the reflare may be caused not by the growing tidal dissipation, but by the irradiation effect. A determination of the accurate binary parameters of XTE J1859 + 226 is required in order to study the nature of the reflare and humps.
